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Abstract: The Absorption coefficient of double Gaussian and parabolic quantum
wells are analytically computed as a function of wavelength for different structural
parameters and material composition. Lorentzian lineshape function is considered
for near accurate estimation, and intersubband transitions between lowest three
quantum states are considered for calculation. The transition between ground and
first quantum state is primarily considered for the analysis, and Kane-type first
order band nonparabolicity is taken into account. Electric field is applied along the
direction of quantum confinement. Result plays important role for design of the
device for photodetector application.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This Study of nanoelectronic devices for electrical
[1, 2] and optical [3, 4] applications is the subject
of research in the last few years, and theoretical [5,
6] an experimental [7, 8] works are carried out in
search of novel properties. Progress of the
theoretical findings is based on different numerical
techniques [9-10], applied to quantum well, wire
and dot structures. Different geometries [11, 12]
are also considered for improvement of
performance. In this regard, geometry of the
potential well plays a major role in determining the
properties of these structures. Works are already
been carried out with quantum wells having
different geometries, and optoelectronic properties
of these devices are reported for various
applications like optical transmitter [13], detector
[14], memory [15], communication [16], medical
[17], defense applications [18]. For detector

application, calculation of absorption coefficient
becomes essential.

In this paper, absorption coefficient of double
quantum well structure with Gaussian and
parabolic geometries are calculated for different
structural parameters and material compositions,
and lineshape function is considered for near
accurate estimation. Conduction band
nonparabolicity is considered for incorporation of
band structure into simulation result. Result plays
important role in determining their candidature for
detector in IR and microwave ranges.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Optical absorption coefficient for quantum well
(single/multiple) system can be written as
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Where n
c

m
v gg is the overlap integral between

spatial-dependent envelope functions of conduction
band and valence band (the notation suggests that
transition from mth level of valence band to nth level
of conduction band), ‘L’ is the width of quantum
well ‘nr’ is the refractive index of the well material,
Θ is the Heaviside step function required to
implement the concept of discrete energy levels, Nw
is the number of well, and ‘P’ is defined as
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The overlap integral defined in Eq. (1) provides the
selection rule for transition from valence band to
conduction band. The rule suggests that it is not
possible t o make the transition from any level of
valence band to any conduction band level. It may
be written as
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for odd ‘n’
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for even ‘n’

Hence, Eq (3) may be modified as
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where ‘i’ and ‘j’ denote initial and final states of
the transition guided by the selection rule, fFD is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The factor 2 is
included for spin degeneracy, and the δ function is
introduced to conserve the momentum.

If the quantum well is doped and Fermi energy
level is above the ground state and first excited
state is completely empty, then
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where ns is sheet charge density. Defining oscillator
strength between 1st state to 2nd state as
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Eq. (6) can be put into the form
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Experimental work shows the broadening of peaks,
which can be theoretically obtained by introducing
Lorentzian lineshape function replacing the ideal
delta function. Hence final expression of absorption
coefficient may be written as
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where Γ is half-width at half of the maximum.

E-κ dispersion relationship for barrier material
consists the nonparabolicity factor-
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where γ is the coefficient of conduction band
nonparabolicity, and is a function of material
composition and spin-orbit splitting factor, may be
written as-
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using Eq. (9), absorption coefficient is computed
as a function of wavelength in presence of electric
field with band nonparabolicity for Gaussian
Double Quantum Well and compared with
overestimated parabolic Double Quantum Well.
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Results are obtained for first intersubband
transition considering lowest two eigenstates. Bias
applied to make transition from ground quantum
state to first quantum state.

In Fig. 1, absorption coefficient is plotted for
Gaussian DQW & Parabolic DQW for band
parabolicity in presence & absence of electric field.
It is observed that without any external field
applied the intersubband transition is not possible;
to take the electron confinement form ground state
to higher energy sates electric field must be applied.
The peak is higher for ideal potential configuration
than that obtained for Gaussian structure, and also
magnitude for the parabolic geometry is also high.

Fig. 1. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
gaussian dqw & parabolic dqw for band parabolicity in presence

& absence of electric field.

Fig. 2. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
Gaussian DQW& parabolic DQW for band nonparabolicity in
presence of electric field for different material composition of

barrier layer.

In Fig 2, absorption coefficient profile with
wavelength for different material compositions in
barrier layer of parabolic well is plotted and
compared with Gaussian potential profile. The
nonparabolic band structure is considered here for
this simulation. It is observed that for GQW peak
value of absorption coefficient is increased with the
decrement of material composition value but in
case of PQW the result is not very distinct. The
first energy difference is same for both materials
and for higher value of x blue shift is observed.

Fig. 3. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
Gaussian DQW& Parabolic DQW for band parabolicity in
presence of electric field for different material composition of

barrier layer.

Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
gaussian DQW& parabolic DQW for band parabolicity in
presence of electric field for different contact barrier widths.

In Fig 3, absorption coefficient profile with
wavelength for different material compositions in
barrier layer of parabolic well is plotted and
compared with Gaussian potential well. The
parabolic band structure is considered here for this
simulation. It is observed that for GQW peak value
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of absorption coefficient is increased with the
increment of material composition value but in case
of PQW result is different. Here redshift is
observed. For both GQW and PQW the magnitude
of peak increases with higher material composition
and magnitude of peaks is slightly higher PQW.

In Fig 4, absorption coefficient profile with
wavelength for different material compositions in
barrier layer of parabolic well is plotted and
compared with already obtained results of Gaussian
well. Here higher absorption coefficient for lower
contact barrier width is observed. Blueshift is
observed for similar type of absorption coefficient
for Gaussian geometry for identical structural
parameters and material compositions.

Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
gaussian DQW& parabolic DQW for band nonparabolicity in
presence of electric field for different middle barrier widths.

Fig. 6. Comparative analysis of absorption coefficient for
gaussian DQW& parabolic DQW for band parabolicity in
presence of electric field for different middle barrier widths.

In the following plot (Fig 5), absorption profile of
parabolic well of different middle barrier widths

are compared with the results of GQW. It has
already been found that the coefficient is more
compared to the obtained for higher middle barrier
width. This is due to the fact that with decrease of
middle barrier width, confinement increases, which
makes the increase of energy difference between
the bands, i.e. intersubband transition energy
increases. This reduces the peak of absorbance
amplitude, provided half-width at half-maximum is
kept constant throughout the simulation. With the
increase of well dimension, blueshift is observed
for all the profiles corresponding to the transition
energies.

In Fig 6, the absorption coefficient for different
middle barrier widths of PQW is compared with
GOW in presence of electric field for parabolic
band structure. with already estimated results of
absorption profile in presence of electric field with
nonparabolic band structure is compared with
parabolic band structure and hence we observe the
same phenomena for same reason. This is due to
the fact that with decrease of middle barrier width,
confinement increases, which makes the increase of
energy difference between the bands, i.e.
intersubband transition energy increases. This
reduces the peak of absorbance amplitude,
provided half-width at half-maximum is kept
constant throughout the simulation. With the
increase of well dimension, blueshift is observed
for all the profiles corresponding to the transition
energies.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Comparative analysis is carried out for absorption
coefficient for double Gaussian quantum well and
parabolic well under applied bias along the
direction of quantum confinement. Structural
parameters and material composition is varied
within fabrication limit and Type-I range to
observe the variation. Only first intersubband
transition is considered for absorption analysis with
incorporation of Lorentzian lineshape function, and
results speaks in favor of application of these
devices as photodetector in near infrared region.
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